D e p a r t m e n t of Electrical C o m m u n i c a t i o n E n g i n e e r i n g I n d i a n I n s t i t u t e of Science, Bangalore 560012, India * Indian T e l e p h o n e I n d u s t r i e s Ltd., Bangalore 560016, I n d i a A b s t r a c t Dual Channel operation of an Optimum Channel Utilisation Multiaccess (DC-OCUM) protocol using busytone concept for fully connected and homogeneous broadband wireless LANs is considered. The DC-OCUM protocol uses two independent message and busytone channel pairs. The message channels are synchronised slotted channels with slot size equal to one packet duration and the busytone channels indicate the idle or busy condition of the respective message channels. Two variations of the arrival process one without explicit rescheduling and the other with a retransmission probability for rescheduled messages are considered. The throughput performance of the DC-OCUM protocol has been estimated through a simulation model for Bernoulli arrival process and Geometric distribution of message length measured in number of packets. The performance of the protocol under two different channel selection policies -one which selects a random channel among the available idle channels and the other which chooses a random channel first and then senses -are evaluated and compared.
Introduction
Wireless networks [l] are becoming increasingly popular for local area networking applications since they eliminate the problems involved in cabling within and across buildings in wired networks like Ethernet. The future integrated services (voice, data, video) environment needs broadband networks. The latest developments in the wireless transmission technology render wireless networks the capability to carry broadband services [2] . Providing wideband network capacity using wireless medium can be accomplished by allocating a single high bandwidth channel for all the users to share through an agreed channel access algorithm. However, at high data rates multiaccess algorithms like CSXl.+\ suffer performance degradation due to increased values of tliv rat io bctwcen the propagation delay and the packet duration. hfiiltichannel protocols [3] can overcome this problem by splitting a single high bandwidth channel in to a number of lower baiidwidt h channels each carrying a lesser data rate. Various studies by analysis and simulation ha1.e quantified the amount of performance improvement achieved in multichannel protocols applied to ALOHA, CS!vlA and CShIA/CD 141-[SI. Multichannel systems offer the added advantages like increased network reliability and flexibility of system capacity expansion or reduction by simply adding or deleting individual channels. An additional feature of multichannel systems apart from channel splitting is tlic c11ariii(~I sclrctim and rescheduling mechanism. Two types of channel selection policies for making a transmissiun attempt are common [3], [6] . In the first policy, sensing of all the channels is performed first and a channel is chosen randomly from the available idle channels. In the second policy, any one of the channels is selected randomly first and then the chosen channel is sensed for making a transmission attempt.
Multichannel systems in bus and ring configurations have been studied in [9],[10] and a cellular mobile radio system employing multichannel CSMA is reported in [ll]. Packet Radio Networks (PRN) employing several parallel multiaccess channels in multihop environment is analysed in [12] . In our earlier attempts, an Optimum Channel Utilisation Multiaccess (OCUM) protocol [13] based on an independent busytone channel concept suitable for fully connected and homogeneous PRNs has been designed and analysed. Maximum throughputs of the order of 0.8 are achieved. The effect of propagation and processing delays on the OCUM protocol performance indicating the degradation in throughput a t high data rates of the order of 100 Mbps is reported in [14]. In this paper as a prelude to study the multichannel concept applied to OCUM protocol, we present the throughput performance results of a Dual Channel system operating with OCUM protocol in a wireless LAN environment.
In Section 11, the basic and the Dual Channel OCUM protocol are presented. Section I11 describes the simulation model and section IV discusses the simulation results. Section V provides the concluding remarks indicating the scope for further investigations.
OCUM Protocol
The operation of the basic OCUM protocol (13) and the Dual Channel OCUM protocol for multiple access in a fully connected wireless LAN are described in this section.
Basic OCUMP
The basic OCUM protocol uses one slotted message channel (hlChannel) and a separate busytone channel (B-Channel). The M-channel is used for transmission of preamble and data packets. The B-Channel serves two purposes. First, it serves as an ACK feedback from the destination node to the source node indicating the successful reception of the preamble following which the source node can send data packets. Second, it serves as a sensing mechanism to all the other nodes indicating the activity on the M-Channe!, the knowledge of which is used to make a transmission attempt or to defer it. The messages constitute multiple data packets and each packet occupies one M-channel slot duration. Transmission attempts are made at the beginning of slot boundaries.
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When a node gets a new message arrival, it senses the BChannel. If the busytone is present on the B-Channel, it refrains from making a transmission attempt and reschedules the attempt to a later time. If the busytone is absent, it sends a preamble packet -which contains the destination node address in its address field -on the M-Channel and waits for the acknowledgment (in the form of busytone on B-Channel) from the destination node immediately in the next slot. The destination node receives the preamble packet correctly and broadcasts the busytone ACK, if not more than one node had transmitted preambles during the same slot. If more than one node had sent preambles in the same slot, collision occurs and none of the destination nodes would receive correctly and thus no busytone response is broadcast. In the event of the busytone ACK being received irnmediatcly, the sender node transmits the data packets continuously on M-Channel until the entire message is sent and then waits for a new message arrival. On the contrary, if the busytone ACK is not received, the sender node reschedules the transmission attempt to a later time. A node blocks new arrivals until the previously accepted message is successfully transmitted. The basic OCUM protocol operation is illustrated in Fig(1) . 
Dual Channel OCUMP
The dual channel OCUM protocol operation is similar to the basic OCUM protocol except that each node has two separate message/busytone channel pairs and the choice of a channel pair for each attempt is made based on a channel selection policy. Two channel selection policies studied in this paper are described below.
C h a n n e l Select Policy.1
In the first policy (CSP.l), when a node gets a message arrival, it senses both B-Channels (BC-1 & BC-2) and identifies the idle ones. If both B-Channels are idle, then it randomly chooses one of the M-Channels (MC-1 or MC-2) with equal probability and makes the transmission attempt on the selected channel. If one of the B-Channels is busy and the other idle, it attempts on the idle M-Channel. In the event of a collision or both the BChannels being busy, the transmission attempt is rescheduled to a later time.
C h a n n e l Select Policy.:! In the second policy (CSP.2), a node on message arrival, randornlj chooses any one of the B-Channels (BC-1 or BC-2) with equal probability. It then senses the chosen B-Channel and makes a transmission attempt on the corresponding M-Channel if the B-Channel is sensed idle and reschedules the attempt if busy.
Simulation model
In this section, we describe the simulation model developed to study the throughput performance of the Dual Channel OCUM protocol. The following network scenario and conditions are assumed in the model.
Network Configuration
1. A finite population model with 'N' number of fully connected nodes.
All nodes are homogeneous with two M-Channel & B-
Channel transceiver pairs and a single message buffer.
3.
The M-Channels are slotted to packet size and are synchronised to each other. The message length measured in number of packets is geometrically distributed with pararreter 'G,,,'.
4.
Instantaneous busytone acknowledgment from the destination is assumed in the event of a preamble success.
5. M-Channels are assumed to be error free and packet losses if any are only due to collision.
6. Preamble success is also considered as useful in throughput computation.
7.
Other wireless channel characteristics like capture effect, fading, multipath are not considered.
Message Arrival Process
In this simulation, two models with slightly varied assumptions on the arrival process are studied.
1. In model.1 arrival process, the arrivals at the beginning of each slot are assumed to be statistically independent of the previous history of arrivals and channel events. In otherwords, the rescheduled messages are assumed to be regenerated afresh along with new arrivals with Bernoulli rate 'A' arrivals per slot at each node.
2. In model.:! arrival pracess, new arrivals enter each node at Bernoulli rate 'A' and the rescheduled messages are reattempted after a random number of slots which is geometrically distributed with parameter 'Gr'. In otherwords, the nodes with resheduled messages will make an attempt in a slot with probability 'G,' and defer the attempt with probability (l-Gr).
A simulation program has been written to implement the above models of the Dual Channel OCUM protocol. The differ- channcl select routines (chlsel-plcy-1 and chlsel-plcy-2). The protocol performance measures like the system throughput, idle rate. collision rate and reject rate are estimated.
Results and Discussion
The throughput performance of the Dual Channel OCUM protocol under model.1 arrival process for G , = 0.2 and N = 10, 20 and 50 along with the single channel OCUM protocol performance is shown in Fig(2) . At low arrival rates the throughput is less due to high channel idle rates. Maximum throughputs of the order of 0.8 per channel are achieved a t arrival rates and for arrival rates beyond, the protocol shows negative slope throughput characteristics like other random access protocols like .4LOHA, S-ALOHA and CSMA. This degradation in the throughput at high arrival rates is due to increased collision rates as depicted in Fig(3) . The problem of throughput degradation at high arrival rates is overcome in the scheme with model.:! arrival process where a retransmission probability 'Gr' is assigned for the rescheduled traffic. This result is illustrated in Fig(4) which shows the throughput performance of the DC-OCUM protocol with rescheduling probability G, = 0.05 a t N = 20 and G, = 0.2 for both channel select policies CSP.l and CSP.2. At high arrival rates both channel select policies offer saturated throughputs of the order of 0.8 per channel. However, channel select policy CSP.1 is found to perform marginally better than CSP.2. This superiority of CSP.l over CSP.2 is well explained in Fig(5) . The per channel idle rate is less for CSP.l than compared to CSP.2 whereas the per channel collision rate is more for CSP.l than CSP.2. The net effect on the throughput is in favour of CSP.l since the difference between the respective idle rates is higher than the difference in the collision rates. Fig(5 ) also shows the reject rate of newly arriving messages at each node, which at high arrival rates is found to increase as close as to 1. In Fig(6) the throughput performance of the DC-OCUM protocol for N = 20, Gr = 0.05 and N = 5, Gr = 0.2 at Gm = 0.2 are plotted. 
Conclusion
We presented the throughput performance of a Dual Channel Optimum Channel Utilisation Multiaccess protocol employing two separate message/busytone channel pairs. The throughput estimation was done using simulation models for two variations of the arrival process one without explicit rescheduling and the other with rescheduling usivg a finite retransmission probability. The unstable behavoiur of the protocol observed a t high arrival rates under the model without rescheduling is overcome in the model with rescheduling. Two channel select policies were investigated and the policy with idle channel choice is found to perform better than the random channel choice. We further propose to study the delay characteristics of the Dual Channel OCCM protocol. Also, the study of a more generalised n-channel ( n > 2) system with finite message buffer capacity (> 1) at all nodes is envisaged.
